A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
Our perception of the ideal home has
changed in recent years.
In the past, when it came to home design, bigger has
often meant better. In fact, by 2008, Australia had taken
the title for building the largest homes in the world, with
Victorians leading the charge. Now, however, many
homeowners are taking a more sustainable approach to
living as their lifestyle needs change – foregoing grand
mansions for cleverly used smaller spaces, and greater
land size for closer proximity to the amenities that an
urban village affords. Easy access to the likes of a favourite
café or deli, a fresh-produce market or wine bar: these
are the credentials we’ve come to expect of a home that
offers the complete package.
It is this very shift in residential priorities that has given
rise to See Studio: an architecture, landscape and interior
design and development company that specialises in the
creation of inspiring yet affordable inner-city townhouses
apartments and urban residences. Our clients are
landowners who are looking to realise the potential
of their property. The brainchild of renowned architect
Rob Mills, the firm’s premise lies in its ability to see the
potential of land and to develop it to best advantage
– all whilst striking that elusive balance between quality
and affordability.
Under the mentorship and support of Mills and his
namesake studio, the See team of architects and
designers come together under one roof to offer
an holistic approach to design and development,
considering every element as one to deliver projects that
are as individual as the people who will inhabit them.

Whether helping clients reconfigure family estates
or paving the way for townhouses or apartments on
development sites, at See Studio, land is the essential
ingredient of a great home. At the beginning of
each project, the team reviews the land to discover
its development possibilities. Next, they offer their
recommendations to landowners and agents to help
them ‘see’ its potential – not just the potential of what
could be built on the site, but who would want to live there.
Equipped with this knowledge, they produce a design
that will capture the intended audience’s imagination,
sharing their expertise with clients – whether they’re
new to or experienced in property development – in
areas that range from colour- palette selection to equity
arrangement. This personalised approach carries two
objectives: first, to deliver high quality projects that will
endure across many generations and second,
to generate greater financial rewards than those normally
associated with residential developments, for landowner
and buyer alike.

“Time, cost and quality: they’re the three fundamentals,” he
says.“There has to be that trust that we’re going to deliver
on time, on budget and that the quality will be good.
“Our philosophy and entrepreneurial spirit, together
with our professional training and experience, is what
sets us apart.”
Bucking industry trends, the See Studio ethos places the
client front and centre, with each project tailored to meet
their objectives. With a position like this, there’s little doubt
that See Studio will be instrumental in reshaping the world
of residential development as it takes a more personalised
and sustainable approach to living.
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As Mills explains, the See Studio philosophy lies in
building a home that’s more than just bricks and mortar,
but a haven that will enhance quality of life.“It’s all about
producing something that’s really liveable,” he says.
Good quality, good design, homes that are built to
last: these are the cornerstones of a studio that takes a
bespoke and professional architectural approach to the
creation of contemporary urban residences – a limited
number of which are developed each year to maintain
the high standard expected of any See Studio project.
And it is this professionalism, Mills says, that engenders
trust: an element that’s central to any client relationship.
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